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First Report of SEPs

Forbush (1946)

25 July 46 GLE Flare

a solar flare (bright chromospheric eruption)

Forbush decrease (1937)

Scott E. Forbush
(1904-1984)

Early Ideas on Solar Energetic Particles
• “Two days after the flare, and beginning just before the sudden commencement of a
magnetic storm, there was a large increase in the intensity of protons between 2 and
15 MeV, the lower energy limit being determined by the sensitivity of the detectors.
As most of these particles, which we have called ‘energetic storm particles,” arrived
after the sudden commencement occurred, we suggest that they were solar protons
trapped within the plasma cloud which caused the magnetic storm.” [Bryant et al.
1962 JGR]
• “It is shown that the various facts are consistent with the Parker `blast wave' model
for the interplanetary magnetic field associated with the Forbush decrease, while the
Gold `magnetic bottle' model is unable to explain the observed temporal variations in
the anisotropic character of the particle fluxes. Studies of the net particle flux moving
radially away from the sun suggest that the energetic storm particles are suffering
acceleration within the magnetic field (i.e. within the shock front) associated with the
onset of the Forbush decrease.” [Rao et al. 1967 JGR]
• SEPs due to type II radio burst producing shocks [Svestka & Fritzova-Svestkova, 1974
Sol. Phys.]
• (However, Uchida 1962 attributed type II bursts to fast mode MHD shocks)

S. W. Kahler

Skylab CME on January 15, 1974

Studied 16 Skylab CMEs; 14 had SEP events
Found correlation between CME speed and SEP intensity
“We suggest that energetic protons are accelerated in the
shock front just ahead of the expanding loop structures
observed as mass ejections”

Kahler, Hildner, & Van Hollebeke (1978)

Cliver et al. 1982 for GLEs; Cane et al. 1988; Reames 1990

CME: Concept to Observations
Gold 1962

Burlaga 1981

The CME-shock picture was an idea developed by Gold in 1962; Kahler et al. (1978)
envisioned such a shock to accelerate SEPs; the picture was confirmed in the IP medium
using in-situ observations by Burlaga et al. 1981; finally the near-Sun picture was
confirmed with LASCO Observations only in 2000 by Sheeley et al. (2000).

Sheeley
2000

Gopalswamy 2010

CME, Flare, Shock, Type II, SEP – All Closely Related
adapted from Lee 1997

shock at 1 AU

IP shocks detected in situ by
spacecraft such as Wind, ACE
and SOHO
ESP

SEP

Shocks accelerate
electrons and ions

Type III bursts are
due to electrons
from flares

Type II Radio Bursts indicate
CME-driven shocks at various distances
from the Sun (emitted by accelerated electrons)

SEP – remote shock
ESP – local shock

Shocks studied using type II bursts, CMEs, IPS and in-situ plasmag observations

A confined Flare: No Mass motion, No IP
Radio bursts
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CME is an Eruptive Event
Flares have prompt effect on the ionosphere
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Two Processes for Particle Acceleration
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CMEs as Natural Hazard: Geomagnetic Storms
& SEPs

Two halo CMEs: 10/28 and 10/29 2003

59% of reporting S/C
and 18% of onboard
instrument groups
reported problems
Barbieri & Mahmot 2004

NORMAL
STORM
Transformer oil heated by 10o in Sweden; 50,000 people in Malmo had power blackout

SOHO/LASCO

Strong shock
Magnetic connectivity
(Outer structure)
1557 km/s

69% Halos
= wide

988 km/s
68% Halos
= wide

Dst = -0.01V|Bz| – 32 nT
Fast, large –Bz,
Earth-directed CMEs
(Inner Structure)

CMEs cause large SEP Events &
major geomagnetic storms

SEPs are associated
with the fastest CMEs
• SEPs are associated with ~1500 km/s
CMEs on the average
• GLEs are associated with ~2000 km/s
CMEs. These are SEP events with GeV
particles

CMEs are Efficient Accelerators

Typically about
10% of CME
kinetic energy goes
into SEPs
Expect GLEs to be
associated with faster
CMEs

Mewaldt, 2006

CME Speed – SEP Intensity Correlation
• Needs to be good because SEPs are caused by CME-driven shocks
• Strong shocks when the CME is fast
• For a given CME speed the SEP intensity can vary over 3 orders of
magnitude  weak correlation
• But the environment (density, Alfven speed) can make a fast CME
drive a weak shock and a slow CME drive a fast shock depending on
the ambient Alfven speed
• Preceding CME is another environmental factor modifying the shock
strength, seed particles

CME Speed – SEP
Intensity Correlation

• P events: The primary CMEs are
preceded by at least one wide CME (W ≥
60o) launched from the same source
region within 24 hours ahead of the
onset time of the primary CMEs.
• O events:
- Possible CME-CME interaction within the
occulting disk
- CME-Streamer interaction
- Halo CME-Halo CME interaction launched
from the nearby (not same) source region.

• NP events: “No Preceding” CME events
• All high-intensity events in SC 24 have
CME interaction

Scatter reduced when NP, P+O considered separately  preconditioning is a factor in causing the scatter

Type II Bursts and SEP events

CMEs affect Earth in two ways: SEPs and Geomagnetic Storms
Shock

Source Location
N11E12

1689 km/s

ESP 100 3000 pfu
SEP

Halo CME
33 h

Sun
Type II Burst (shock in the IP space)

Type III burst
Gopalswamy 2009

Earth

shock

SSC
UN/ESA/NASA/JAXA Workshop

17

SEP association higher when type II occurs at metric and
longer wavelengths

Cliver et al. 2004

FW CMEs with SEP association
FW: Speed ≥ 900 km/s; Width ≥60°

yY – type II with emission components in the metric and DH wavelength ranges
nY - type II with no emission in components in the metric range
yN – type II with emission component only in the metric range

Values in ( ) exclude <1 pfu
events

Gopalswamy et al. 2008 AnnGeo

What Fraction of Radio-loud CMEs
Produce SEPs?
Sources of CMEs associated with
DH type II bursts

Answer: About 50% because magnetic
connectivity needed for SEPs, not for EM radiation

Same CMEs produce IP type II & SEPs

CMEs with m-to-km type II bursts are also associated with SEP events
(same shock accelerates electrons & protons)

Type III Bursts and SEP events

CME-associated Type III Bursts
• Long-duration, low-frequency type III bursts initially
thought to be due to shock acceleration (Cane et al.,
1981); but now believed to be due to flare
reconnection (MacDowall et al., 1987; Reiner et al.,
1999; 2000).
• Presence of a fast CME is essential for their
occurrence (Gopalswamy et al., 2000); the shock
origin is not completely ruled out (Bougeret et al.,
1998; Dulk et al., 2000)

• Type III bursts lasting for ≥ 20 min seem to be linked
to SEP events (Cane et al. 2002; MacDowall et al.,
2003; 2009) : Flare origin for SEPs?
• Cliver and Ling (2009): type III intensity did not
distinguish between impulsive (flare) and gradual
(CME) SEP events.
• The presence of a complex long-duration, lowfrequency type III burst is not a sufficient condition for
SEPs (Gopalswamy & Mäkelä, 2010, 2011)

977 km/s

Three similar-looking type III from AR 10588
14, 1 MHz dur. (min) 31, 29

25, 28

18, 31

The middle one lacked type II and SEP event
Gopalswamy & Mäkelä, 2010

Why No SEPs?
Alfven speed (VA) for various density and
magnetic field combinations

• shock paradigm: either the
CME does not drive a shock
or the shock is too weak to
accelerate electrons (no
type II bursts) or protons
(no SEP event)
• It is difficult to provide
such an explanation for the
lack of SEP event under the
flare acceleration process
because there is extended
type III burst indicative of
copious production of
electrons, but there seems
to be no ions accelerated
Easy to form shocks
with this Alfven speed

Difficult to form shocks
with this Alfven speed

Solar Flares, CMEs, and SEP Events

55 Major Eruptions (≥M5) with Large SEP
Events at Earth or STEREO-B in SC 24
<1500 km/s (27 eruptions)
≥ 1500 km/s (28 eruptions)
With large
SEP Events
≥10 pfu in >10 MeV channel

Large-SEP association
17/28 - 61% fast CMEs had SEPs
3/27 - 11% of slower ones had SEPs
4 STEREO-B SEP events included

Slower CMEs with SEPs
1384 km/s
837 km/s
1415 km/s

CME speed is important
for SEP association

But there are SEP events from <M5.0 eruptions!
<1500 km/s (27 eruptions) +2
≥ 1500 km/s (28 eruptions) +8
CMEs with ≥M5 flares and
SEP events

Slower CMEs with SEPs
1384 km/s
837 km/s
1415 km/s
1187 km/s
<M5 flares
1479 km/s

CMEs with <M5 flares and
SEP events

25/36 - 69% fast CMEs had SEPs
5/29 - 17% of slower ones had SEPs
(slowest: 837 km/s – space speed)

CME speed is important
for SEP association, but
the flare size is not:
20 SEP events with ≥M5 flares
10 SEP events with <M5 flares (6 Cclass flares)

GLEs in SEPs
• Latitudinal Connectivity
• CME speed
• Ambient conditions
• Height of shock formation

Summary of GLE Latitudinal Connectivity
• Gopalswamy et al. (2013, ApJ 765, L30) pointed out
that the unfavorable B0 angle and non-radial motion of
CMEs might have rendered the shock nose poorly
connected to Earth in non-GLE events
• As a complementary observation, we considered all
GLE events since 1942 that occurred at latitudes
>30o(Gopalswamy & Mäkelä 2013). There were seven
such events. In all but one, the B0 angle correction
made the latitudinal distance from the ecliptic (λe)
smaller.
• In all the seven cases, there were coronal holes
poleward of the GLE source region suggesting
deflection toward equator and hence improving
connectivity
• Bottom line: The shock nose needs to be connected to
Earth observer for an SEP event to be a GLE event

λe = 31o.7 non-GLE
λe = 13o GLE

B0 angle: Heliographic latitude of the central point of the solar disk; the range of B0 is +/- 7.23 degrees due to the tilt of the
ecliptic with respect to the solar equatorial plane.

Cycle 23 & 24 GLE Sources
λe = latitudinal distance
from the ecliptic
Non-radial motion
and the B0 angle
make the effective
source location
different from the
flare location

Cycle 23 GLEs
λe = 13o.1 (ALL)
λe = 9o.3 (Limb)
λe = 15o.4 (Disk)

Cycle 24 SEPs
λe = 31o.7 non-GLE
λe = 1o.7
λe = 4o.6 GLE

non-GLEs (C24)

GLE Candidates of Cycle 24

13 events had ecliptic distance >13o
8/13 or 62% had V >2000 km/s
5/13 or 38% had V <2000 km/s

Flux rope locations, corrected for B0 angle

≥ 2000 km/s
< 2000 km/s
8 GLE Candidates
>2000 km/s: 2
<2000 km/s: 6

Only one was a GLE
(17 May 2012)
Start with 31 Front-side SEP events in cycle 24

Consider 21 Western events; select
events with ecliptic distance <13o
as GLE candidates

Gopalswamy et al. 2015

The 8 GLE Candidates: Only One GLE Event

GLE

•
•
•
•

#13 is the 2012 May 17 GLE
## 4, 8, 23, 33 have speeds well below typical GLE CME speeds
#27 Cannibalism event, but the interaction is at >20 Rs; Peak speed attained at >7 Rs
## 5, 6 Ambient conditions not favorable

The two fastest events (~2500 km/s; no GLE)
• Narrow ejecta (main body)
• Launched into a dim corona
• Large standoff distance

Launched into a dim corona

CME Interaction beyond 20 Rs

Radio direction finding points the radio source to the interaction region

2013/05/22: The interaction is outside the COR1 FOV

•
•
•
•

A preceding CME occurred ~5.5 hrs before the primary CME.
CME Speed: 507 km/s
CME Width: 135 deg
Location: N17W62

Radio Signatures indicate
that the interaction begins
around 15 UT, at a
distance of ~20 Rs.
Interaction distance
too far for GLEs?

Shock & CME height at GLE Particle Release
The 2012 May 17 GLE is consistent with the particle release height as a function of longitude
With minimal extrapolation

Height of shock formation from wave radius
at the time of type II radio burst

Reames, 2009; Gopalswamy et al. 2012

Shock-formation Height
1997 Jan – 2014 Jan
• Metric type II radio bursts associated with large SEP
events during solar cycles 23 and 24
• CME heights using a flare-onset method
• The mean CME height for non-GLE SEP events (1.72 Rs)
is ~12% greater than that (1.53 Rs) for cycle-23 GLEs
• The mean CME height in cycle 23 non-GLE SEP events
(1.79 Rs) to be greater than that in cycle 24
• The lower shock formation height in cycle 24 indicates a
change in the Alfven speed profile because of weaker
magnetic fields and plasma levels are closer to the Sun

Mäkelä et al. 2015

SEPs in Filament Eruption (FE) CMEs
• Large shock formation heights
• Soft spectrum (10-100 MeV range)
• Examples of pure shock acceleration
• GLE and FE-SEP events are at opposite ends of acceleration and
spectral index values (see FE – SEP paper in ApJ)

SEP Events Associated with FE CMEs
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Dk = decameter hectometric to kilometric wavelengths; mk = meter to kilometer wavelengths
Space speeds: deprojected using cone model
H = Halo CMEs in the width (W) column; other numbers in degrees.
ar = residual acceleration in the LASCO FOV; not the initial acceleration, which is much larger and positive
Most of the events are in: Gopalswamy et al., ApJ 806, 8, 2015

4.55

Initial Acceleration (Shock Formation Height)
Accelerations from height-time
measurements of CME flux ropes fit to
SOHO/STEREO CMEs
SEP event associated CMEs from
quiescent filament eruption accelerate
slowly and form shocks at distances >23 Rs
GLE associated CMEs impulsively
accelerate and form shocks at distances
~1.4 Rs

Solar Cycle Effects

SEP Events in
Solar Cycles 23 & 24
• First 73 months of the two cycles compared
• Average sunspot number (SSN) dropped by 40%
(76 to 46)
• # Fast and wide CME rate dropped by 30%
(3.74/mo to 2.62/mo)
• # of large SEP events (>10 MeV) dropped by 40%
(60 to 37)
• # of GLE events (>700 MeV) dropped by 78%
(9 to 2)
• Drop in # of >10 MeV events similar to SSN, but
not the # of GLEs
• Drop in # FW CMEs is smaller than SSN

Gopalswamy et al. 2014 GRL

37/60 = 0.61 >10 MeV
2/9 = 0.22 GLE

SSN 76

SSN 46

SEPs and GLEs since 1976

About 15% of SEP events have GLEs
(Shea and Smart 2008).
In cycle 24, only 5% (2/40)

Weakest GLE
Activity in the
Space Age

λe

Paucity of GLEs, not of
>10 MeV SEPs

30%
22%

Reduced B in the heliosphere
 Reduced acceleration efficiency (Kirk, 1994)
dE/dt  B (rate of energy gain)
With the available time of ~10 min, it is difficult
to accelerate SEPs to GeV energies

18%
30%

5%

Reduced Alfven speed near Sun
No major reduction in the # SEP Events

15%
OMNI

Gopalswamy et al. 2014 GRL; McComas et al. 2013

Longitudinal Extent of SEP Events
• Lario et al paper; Cohen et al.,

Longitudinal Extent of SEP events
• Cycle 24 is favorable for larger longitudinal extent?
• More halos – anomalous expansion
• Wider shocks
• Flux rope orientation: high-inclination flux ropes may have smaller
longitudinal extent compared to the low-inclination events

Anomalous Expansion of CMEs in Cycle 24

24

Cycle-24 CMEs are 52% wider for V=1000 km/s

Halos

Pt24
Pt23>Pt24

23

Pt23
Gopalswamy et al. 2014 GRL

Slope is significantly different
For a given speed, cycle 24 CMEs are wider

Behavior of Halo CMEs in Cycle 24 Consistent with Expansion

Gopalswamy et al. 2015 ApJ

Does the Flux Rope Orientation Matter?
S06W102

EW

N12W115

NS

Summary

Summary
• # of high-energy SEP events in SC 24 is small compared to SC 23
• The reduction is far more than that in SSN and FW CMEs
• Several factors seem to be responsible
• Reduced efficiency of shock acceleration (weak heliospheric B)
• Large-ecliptic distance to solar sources (poor latitudinal connectivity)
• Variation in local ambient conditions (e.g. high Alfven speed)
• Shock formation at large heights (beyond typical GLE release heights)

In short…
• CMEs are easy on Earth in Cycle 24: Not many high-energy SEP events
and major geomagnetic storms
• The solar source (active region) alone cannot explain this mild space
weather
• The coronal/IP environment also plays a role

